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This game is a fantasy action RPG developed by the legendary Mages team at Hal
Laboratories that focuses on the quest for the epic fantasy world known as the Land Between,
with new characters and a massive world to explore. A BATTLE THROUGH TIME AND SPACE
The time to ascend to the Land Between and begin your journey is drawing near. With a wide
array of game modes and comprehensive multiplayer, players can enjoy the adventure as
either a male or female character. Experience the highly-anticipated fantasy action RPG that
is the product of the team’s eight years of development in one product! VISUAL FEATURES ■
A huge world full of new secrets There is an exciting world full of new cities and dungeons that
must be explored to find them. ■ A sense of adventure that is unmatched A new combat
system featuring active attacks and a tactical real-time battle system. ■ Unparalleled visuals
A wide array of unique environments and vast battle scenes that will leave you mesmerized.
■ A story that will touch your heart An epic drama that unfolds as you become a member of
an illustrious group that travels to an unknown world, and a romance that builds as you meet
a new character. ABOUT HAL LABS Hal Laboratories is a premier developer of online games
that was established in 2002. HAL Laboratories boasts renowned titles like Final Fantasy,
Portal 2, and Civilization. For more information, please visit ABOUT LABS MAGES Labs Mages
has been hard at work making an action RPG that they have been developing for years. The
current team consists of Mages Team veterans who have been working at Mages since its
initial conception. For more information, please visit ABOUT CULPRIT HUNTERS Culprit Hunters
is a key third-party developer that is based in Hyogo, Japan, and is famous for providing
reliable online services. For more information, please visit ABOUT KAPIL YEO Yoichi is a
legendary composer, sound artist, arranger, and sound producer. He is famous for the music
to Sonic Adventure, the cover song of soundtrack for The Princess of Tennis, the music for
Eyeshield 21, and Halo 3. He is also the founder of Ocean Group

Features Key:
Enemy Ritual Shadow: Players make use of the surrounding pillars to expand their territory
as the game is played.
Real Online Play: Connect with others and battle together!
Striking Faith in Yourself: While online, the other players will aid you, should you play. A
powerful sense of comradeship with others can be felt in multiplayer.

■ 販売価格

・Nintendo Switch から: 6,840円（税別） ・PS4 から: 6,740円（税別） ・PC から: 6,740円（税別）

・プレイガイド： 公式サイト
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